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INTRODUCTION

On October 10, 2007, the European Commission (“Commission”) announced that they had adopted a new Integrated Maritime Policy for the European Union.1 The announcement completes a one-year period of extensive public consultation on a proposed policy called the Green Paper.2 The Integrated Maritime Policy is accompanied by a detailed action plan setting out implementation mechanisms over the next few years. This Article reviews the key elements of the action plan and compares it, briefly, to the present state of U.S. policy and law on the oceans and coasts.

PURPOSE OF THE INTEGRATED MARITIME POLICY AND EUROPEAN CONTEXT

In adopting a new integrated maritime policy, the Commission noted that “Europe is intimately linked to the seas and oceans that surround it. It is not just the shipping or fisheries industries and their related activities. It is also shipbuilding and ports, marine equipment and offshore energy, maritime and coastal tourism, aquaculture, submarine telecommunications, blue biotech and the protection of the marine environment.” The Commission not only intends to pursue the development of sea-related industries, but it recognizes that the use “needs to be sustainable as the marine environment is the base resource for all maritime economic activities.” In sum, the EU policy calls for “good governance and an integrated approach…that joins up sectoral policies for maritime activities and environmental policy relating to Europe’s seas.”

A review and comparison of European maritime policy and American policy should also start with a comparison of the underlying legal regimes. For instance, the treaty that created the EU gives explicit competence to the EU only in the policy areas of transportation, fisheries, and the environment.3 All other aspects of maritime policy remain within the jurisdiction of Member States. In the case of the United States, we have a history of over 200 years of sorting out the division of authority between the federal and state governments. This starts, of course, with the early decision by the Supreme Court in Gibbons v. Ogden (state regulation of steamboat licenses is preempted)4 to the more recent decision in U.S. v. Locke (state regulation of tankering preempted by federal regulations).5 The EU will need many more years to sort out this division of responsibility.

SUMMARY OF THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE EU MARITIME POLICY

With these objectives in mind, the Commission is proposing the following actions, described further below:

• A European Maritime Transport Space without barriers;
• A European Strategy for Marine Research;
• National integrated maritime policies to be developed by EU Member States;
• An integrated network for maritime surveillance;
• A roadmap towards marine spatial planning by Member States;
• Elimination of pirate fishing and destructive high seas bottom trawling;
• Promotion of a European network of maritime clusters;
• A review of EU labor law exemptions for the shipping and fishing sectors;
• A European Marine Observation and Data Network; and
• A strategy to mitigate the effects of climate change on coastal regions.

EUROPEAN MARITIME TRANSPORT SPACE AND SUSTAINABLE SHIPPING AND PORT POLICIES

The Commission noted that maritime transportation is vital for Europe’s trade because almost ninety percent of its external trade and over forty percent of its internal trade goes by sea. Internally, there are barriers to marine transport because voyages by ship from a port of one EU Member State to another are always considered international even when the cargo transported is comprised of internal market-cleared goods. Consequently, the Commission will launch a consultation of stakeholders on the concept of a European Space for Maritime Transport without barriers and offer options for its implementation. The aim of the consultation is to adopt a proposal before the end of 2008. The Commission also referenced its draft guidelines on the application of EC competition rules to liner and tramp shipping conferences that had been published for comment in September 2007, and stated that its final guidelines will be adopted before October 2008.6

SHIP DISMANTLING

The Commission is developing a new EU strategy to be presented as a Communication for ship dismantling in mid-2008. The Communication will possibly contain technical assistance to developing countries to improve their ship dismantling facili-
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ties, promoting voluntary industry action on clean ship dismantling, e.g., by distribution of information on green facilities, and promoting research on ship dismantling. The Commission will continue, in a parallel manner, to work with the International Maritime Organization (“IMO”) on a Ship Recycling Convention scheduled for adoption in 2009, and in the work of the Basel Convention on the same subject.\(^7\)

**AIR POLLUTION**

The Commission is closely following the IMO discussions on the revision of MARPOL Annex VI (setting limits on air emissions from ships)\(^8\) and, if it concludes that the results are insufficient, it will consider alternative proposals for action.\(^9\) The Commission also plans to take action to further promote the use of shore-side electricity by ships at berth in EU ports, including the possible revision of a directive to allow total or partial exemptions from electricity taxes to ships using shore electricity from the harbor so that it is competitive with untaxed bunker fuel. Further, the Commission will evaluate various options for EU legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from maritime transport and will consult with stakeholders on the proposed legislation.

**PORTS**

In October 2007, the Commission also adopted a new Communication on Ports containing a set of guidelines to bring more transparency and maintain a level playing field in the ports sector.\(^10\)

**EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR MARINE RESEARCH**

To provide the basis to underpin the EU Maritime Policy, the Commission announced that it would take action to develop a Maritime Research Strategy in consultation with Member States and with stakeholders in a European Marine Science Partnership. The Strategy itself will be proposed in a Communication in 2008.

**INTEGRATED MARITIME POLICIES**

The Commission has proposed that maritime functions be integrated across EU Member States and recommends that Member States integrate their own maritime policies. As noted above, the EU can only make recommendations in these areas which are left essentially to the purview of Member States. The Commission realizes that there are regulatory barriers to achieving an integrated EU maritime function, and therefore will issue in 2008 a set of guidelines on common principles and stakeholder involvement for maritime policies and report on the actions of Member States by 2009. To assist Member States to unify their maritime policies, the Commission will develop a more integrated network of surveillance systems for European waters, a program of marine spatial planning, and an EU Marine Observation and Data Network, described below.

---

**EU proposes to build on an existing system of maritime clusters to promote a European network of such clusters.**

---

**INTEGRATED NETWORK OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE**

Building on earlier proposals, in February 2008, the Commission will adopt a Communication on a European Border Surveillance System (“EUROSUR”). This system will link existing surveillance systems at the Member State level and provide for a common information sharing environment for the maritime domain, covering initially the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea. This so-called “system of systems” is intended to increase EU security by preventing illegal immigration and trafficking of human beings, and also reduce the death toll at sea. The European GALILEO system will provide an advanced technological platform for the development of satellite-based surveillance applications.\(^11\)

In the second half of 2008, the Commission will announce in a Communication a detailed work plan for further steps towards the integration of all European maritime surveillance systems. Part of the creation of a European network for maritime surveillance will include improved cooperation between the coast guards of Member States. The EU may have preferred to establish a unified coast guard, as the United States has, but this certainly would infringe upon the jurisdiction and sovereignty of Member States.

**MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING AND INTEGRATED COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT**

An earlier Green Paper produced by the EU on Maritime Policy identified the increase in competing activities on coasts and seas as a source of potential conflict to be managed. Therefore, in 2008, the Commission will propose a road map to facilitate and encourage the further development of marine spatial planning in Member States, and examine different options, including zoning, to make different maritime activities compatible, including the maintenance and strengthening of biodiversity. In 2009, the Commission will set up a system for the exchange of best practices in marine spatial planning and integrated coastal zone management.

As EU Commissioner Joe Borg stated in a February 22, 2007 speech in Sopot, Poland, “spatial planning,” or the coordination of maritime activities in European coastal regions and waters, can “help ensure the economically and environmentally sustainable development of coastal regions.”\(^12\) At the same time, the Commissioner applauded the development by some Member States of pilot projects for implementing such spatial planning, notably Germany, the United Kingdom, Ireland, and the Netherlands.\(^13\)

**INCREASED FISHERY REGULATIONS AND REVIEW OF LABOR LAW EXCLUSIONS**

The Commission observed that “the current situation of European fisheries cannot be deemed as satisfactory,” and
“efforts to achieve capacity reduction, and the conservation and restoration of fish stocks must go hand-in-hand with improving the social well-being of those active in the sector.”

Consequently, the Commission announced that, in 2008, it will adopt a Communication on the overall application of the ecosystem approach to the Common Fisheries Policy. One of the top priorities for a Common Fisheries Policy will be the elimination of the dumping overboard of dead, unwanted fish as by-catch. The Commission is also preparing a draft regulation on combating illegal, unregulated, and unreported (“IUU”) fishing. Finally, the Commission will come forward with a legislative proposal to regulate destructive fishing practices on the high seas by EU fishing vessels, e.g., bottom trawling.

The Commission has agreed to undertake an assessment of the situation concerning the exclusion of maritime professions from EU social legislation and working conditions in a Communication to be launched later this month. Further, the Commission will work towards establishing a Certificate of Maritime Excellence to be endorsed on a voluntary basis with the aim of supplying highly knowledgeable personnel to the shipping industry.

**Promotion of a European Network of Maritime Clusters**

The EU proposes to build on an existing system of maritime clusters to promote a European network of such clusters. A maritime cluster is a region within which maritime industries and related activities may be co-located.

**A European Marine Observation and Data Network**

A new European Maritime Observation and Data Network (“Network”) will be proposed in 2009, on the basis of a road map to be published in 2008. According to Commissioner Borg, in an October 19, 2007 presentation to the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe, the Network will serve as a “genuine driver for the integrated governance of maritime affairs.” The Network also will provide opportunities for high-technology commercial companies in the maritime sector and improve the efficiency of marine observation and the management of marine resources and marine research. It will be integrated with the global initiative for a Group of Earth Observation System of Systems, called GEOS, and the European contribution called Global Monitoring for Environment and Security, or GMES. On a related note, the Commission, in the second half of 2008, will propose a program for the development of mutually compatible and multi-dimensional mapping of seas in Member States’ waters.

**A Strategy to Mitigate the Effects of Climate Change on Coastal Regions**

In 2008, the Commission will propose a Community strategy for disaster prevention and the development of a Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change, with a focus on coastal regions. In particular, the Commission is examining the potential of new off-shore technologies such as carbon capture and geological storage to meet the EU’s climate change objectives. By the end of this year, the Commission will propose a legal framework for carbon capture and storage, including the removal of obstacles to storage in sub-sea formations. The Commission recognizes that seabed storage will also require an international legal framework and cooperation. The transport of CO2 to sub-sea sites also should be included, according to the Commission, in new marine spatial planning. Finally, “the technology used must ensure that the environmental gain from carbon storage is [not] offset by deterioration of the local marine environment.”

**Promoting Europe’s Leadership in International Maritime Affairs**

The Commission plans to take a higher profile in international maritime organizations and to encourage Member States to ratify international maritime conventions. On the international front, the Commission will produce, in 2008, a report on strategic issues for the EU relating to the Arctic Ocean. Further, the Commission, before the end of 2009, will put forward a strategy for the protection of high seas biodiversity through the designation of marine protected areas. Finally, the Commission will celebrate a European Maritime Day and create a European Atlas of the Seas.

**A Comparison of the EU Maritime Policy to U.S. Oceans Policy: Review of the Reports of Two Ocean Commissions**

A starting point for comparing the work of the EU with that of the United States is to review the recommendations of two recent ocean policy commissions in the United States, the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission. Both Commissions called for major reforms and restructuring of U.S. ocean law and policy.

In the first place, the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy, established by the Oceans Act of 2000, consisted of Presidential appointees. The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy issued its report, entitled *An Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Century*, on September 20, 2004. In recognition of the fact that it has been thirty-five years since anyone had undertaken a comprehensive review of U.S. ocean policy, the Ocean Blueprint called for significant changes in the management of U.S. oceans, coasts and Great Lakes, and recommended the creation of an “effective national ocean policy that ensures sustainable use and protection of our oceans, coasts and Great Lakes for today and far into the future.”

The Ocean Blueprint called for the reform of the management structure for ocean policy decision-making in the United States and strengthening of many ocean and coastal resource management policies. In brief, the Ocean Blueprint called for:

- A new National Ocean Policy Framework, including the establishment of a National Ocean Council within the Executive Office of the President;
- The establishment of regional ocean councils to coordinate ocean policy across state lines;
- Coordinated governance of offshore waters; and
- An organic act for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”).
The United States has yet to ratify the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.

The EU’s Call for an Integrated Maritime Policy Compared to the Policy Recommendations of the U.S. Ocean Commission(s) and Implementation

In a remarkably similar manner and within somewhat similar time frames, the EU and the United States have undertaken comprehensive reviews of their maritime policies and developed very similar recommendations. Both the EU and the U.S. Ocean Commissions call for increased attention to maritime and coastal issues in recognition that they have in many instances been neglected for years and there is a need for increased attention, resources, and new governance mechanisms.

On first examination, it appears that the EU’s call for an Integrated Maritime Policy is far ahead of the U.S. Ocean Commission’s call for an Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Century because the latter has not been implemented to any great degree in legislation or funding mechanisms. However, the United States in many respects is ahead of the EU in paying attention to coastal regions and has the advantage of a well-established system of federal environmental legislation to work with.
The EU is a relatively new legal body and the European Commission’s call for integrated action requires the cooperation of its Member States especially in the critical areas of marine spatial planning, the development of maritime clusters, and the creation of a unified coast guard.

In the area of marine spatial planning, the United States already has two important laws that call for such planning, one in coastal regions and one in offshore waters. The first is the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, which calls for a nationwide program of integrated state coastal management programs for state-defined coastal regions with federal oversight, policy guidance and grants for their development and implementation. In exchange for federal funds, states develop what would be the equivalent of spatial plans for their coastal regions. Within these regions, the states must develop systems of conflict resolution and ensure that development will be sustainable. The states also have the authority to extend their policies to offshore development through the use of the so-called federal consistency process. If a state objects to an offshore development permit by the federal government, the project can not proceed unless the Secretary of Commerce overrides the state’s objection. To date, thirty-four coastal states have developed approved coastal management plans.

The United States also has an extensive system of marine spatial planning for special marine areas within the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”), established by title III of the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act. To date, the United States has established fourteen marine sanctuaries, including the Hawaiian Humback Whale Sanctuary, the Channel Islands (California) Marine Sanctuary, and the Farallon Islands (California) Marine Sanctuary. This is a major piece of federal legislation that establishes a plan for conflict resolution and protection of unique resources, such as coral reefs, fisheries habitats, and whale calving areas, within extensive offshore marine areas.

Given the extensive legislative framework for marine spatial plans both within coastal zones and offshore marine areas in the EEZ, it can be said that the United States is substantially ahead of the EU in this particular area of promoting sustainable coastal development.

In other areas, the United States is lagging seriously behind the EU. For example, as of this writing, the United States has yet to ratify the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea although it was negotiated and approved by the UN some twenty-five years ago. As the New York Times editorialized on October 31, 2007, the debate over the Law of the Sea Treaty pits the Bush Administration, the environmental community, the military, the oil, shipping, and fishing industries, and the top Democratic and Republican members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee against a “handful of cranky right-wingers.” The Senate held an important hearing on the subject, and recently, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted out a resolution on accession. The full Senate expects to take up the question of ratification in 2008. It is possible that before the end of 2008 the United States could become a party to this international agreement which the United States itself took the lead in negotiating.

The United States is making progress in ending destructive fishing practices as the EU has begun to do as well. As noted above, in the last Congress, the United States enacted significant amendments to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act which called for an end to over-fishing, enhanced the role of science in fishery management, and strengthened the controls on IUU fishing. The work of Congress in passing this law was lauded by the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative, as well.

The EU Maritime Policy calls for increased cooperation between the coast guards of Member States. The United States already has a unified federal Coast Guard which provides security for all waters within the EEZ, as well as further offshore as needed, to protect U.S. port state interests. Moreover, if the U.S. Coast Guard promulgates regulations in an area of maritime safety, the federal regulations will preempt conflicting state laws and regulations.

With respect to sustainable shipping practices, the two proposals are close to a draw. For example, the United States is helping the IMO to negotiate a new convention on ship recycling. The United States, however, has yet to ratify the Basel Convention, and it is unclear weather the United States agrees that ship scrapping is regulated under that Convention as a matter of law. A number of EU Member States are parties to the Basel Convention, but the practice of many States is to continue to send their old ships to third-world countries for disposal.

The EU has called for the development of a new integrated maritime surveillance system. The United States has taken significant steps to create and fund a new border surveillance initiative, called the Secure Border Initiative, or SBI-Net. The U.S. Coast Guard has undertaken new programs to monitor the maritime borders of the United States, too, called Maritime Domain Awareness. Recently, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security contracted with a team led by Boeing to establish SBI-Net. SBI-Net is a comprehensive plan by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to gain operational control of the U.S. borders through the integration of increased staffing, international enforcement, detection, technology, and infrastructure.

The United States already has a unified marine transport space that allows all transportation between the fifty states to exist without any barriers. The EU is just beginning to create a European Transport Space without barriers. A similar system extends to transportation between the United States and Canada, on the one hand, and United States and Mexico, on the other, through the North American Free Trade Agreement.

The United States, however, like the EU, is just beginning to examine the question of establishing a new system of marine highways to divert trucks off highways and alleviate congestion and air pollution. The U.S. Maritime Administration has undertaken to support this initiative, called Short Sea Shipping. Authority for a new Short Sea Shipping Program, to transport goods by waterways, was passed by the U.S. House of Representatives this year and included in a larger energy bill. However, it remains to be seen if Congress will enact this bill this year.
Both the EU and the U.S. Ocean Commission called for an integrated program of maritime research. The Joint Commission Task Force gave the Congress and White House a failing grade of “F” in their last report card for failing to develop an integrated budget for federal ocean and coastal programs and a near-failing grade of “D+” for failing to address chronic under-funding of ocean science and education.57 At the same time, the Task Force credited the Administration with developing an Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy.58 The EU has just begun its work on an integrated marine research program so it is too soon to evaluate the EU on this element of its work.

A final element of comparison is in the area of climate change. The EU Maritime Policy calls for the development of new sustainable strategies to protect coastal regions from the effects of global climate change and also specifically calls for the development of an innovative system of sub-sea disposal of carbon. The Joint Commission Initiative gave the Bush Administration and Congress the grade of “D+” last year for failing to recognize the ocean’s role in climate change, but has not endorsed sub-sea disposal of carbon as an option. While most European nations are signatories to the Kyoto Protocol, the United States is not. Therefore, the author concludes that the United States is lagging behind the EU in the areas of recognizing the serious effects of global climate change and calling for specific actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.59

**CONCLUSION**

The good news is that both the EU and the United States have finally come to recognize the importance of the sea and coasts to their future not only as economic zones of interest but also as zones that contain significant resources that must be protected, restored, and maintained if we are not to lose them and our way of living in the twenty-first century. If only it were a race to the finish to see who could protect these regions and resources the most, the EU or the United States, the marine regions of both continents and the populations living therein would all benefit. For now, I call it a draw, and as an interested bystander, I encourage both governments to do more to live up to their promises and commitments to create improved maritime policies and governance structures.

---
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